
Introduc)on
In 2015, Zika Virus (ZIKV) was detected for the first <me in Brazil. This marked the start
of the largest outbreak of ZIKV ever recorded, with at least 500,000 cases observed
across forty countries and territories in one year (Ali et al., 2017). This outbreak is part
of a worrying trend towards increasing frequency of arbovirus outbreaks, observed
globally over the past four decades (Ali et al., 2017). Though the reasons for this trend
are not fully understood, a prevalent view is that it reflects changes in environmental
and social factors. With ZIKV being linked to an increased frequency of children born
with Microcephaly and severe disability, it is cri<cal to iden<fy the factors which
influence the risk of a mother’s exposure to the virus, in order to avoid addi<onal cases
of Microcephaly. The objec<ve of this study was to determine the variables that best
predict a mother’s exposure to ZIKV in Salvador, Bahia. The reasoning behind the focus
on the mother, was that, if the mother’s risk to ZIKV decreases, the risk of
Microcephaly in the fetus is also reduced.

Results
For more than half of the itera<ons of the ROC curve analysis , the
socioeconomic model had the largest area under the curve, which
indicates that the this is the model most able to correctly predict
whether a mother had been exposed to ZIKV. However, as can be
seen in figure 2, whilst it is evident that the average ROC curve for
the socioeconomic model is superior (shows a larger area under
the curve with higher sensi<vity for any given specificity), it does
not appear to be very different from the four other models,
indica<ng a similar predic<ve power.

Summary
The objec<ve of this study was to determine the variables that best predict a mother's exposure to Zika Virus (ZIKV) in Salvador, in order to 
inform a subsequent spa<al analysis which will aim to map the risk of Zika Virus exposure to mothers in Salvador. It was concluded that 
socioeconomic variables should be used by the subsequent study as predictor variables. Further analysis is needed before commen<ng on 
the effect of environmental and demographic variables on risk of ZIKV exposure. 
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Method
Mul<variate logis<c regression analysis was performed on a single combined dataset
from two sources; (1) a na<onwide census conducted in 2010, and (2) subject level
data on mothers who gave birth in the Hospital Geral Roberto Santos in Salvador
between 1st October 2015 to 31st January 2016. To avoid the risk of both spurious
associa<ons and over-fi`ng, a literature evalua<on was conducted to condense the
number of explanatory variables in this database, down to those where a link to ZIKV is
plausible. From the logis<c regression analysis, five models were produced; a
Saturated model containing all the explanatory variables, a simple model containing
only the age of the mother, and then a Socioeconomic, Environmental and finally a
Demographic model, which use the variables corresponding to that group
classifica<on. Receiver Opera<ng Characteris<c (ROC) curve analysis with cross
valida<on using a randomly selected tes<ng and training set, was then performed to
compare the predic<ve ability of the five models against each other. This analysis was
repeated 5000 <mes, each <me with a different tes<ng and training set, to reduce the
risk of chance predic<ons. For each itera<on, the model with the largest area under
the curve, which indicates a becer predic<ve ability, was recorded.

Impact of Research
The objec<ve of this study was to determine which variables are
the best predictors of a mother’s exposure to ZIKV in Salvador.
Results from this study will be used to inform a subsequent study,
which will acempt to map the risk of ZIKV exposure to mothers in
Salvador. It is the aim that this subsequent study may be used to
inform policy makers where preventa<ve policies should be
targeted, in order to reduce the risk of Microcephaly.

The ROC curve analysis showed that the socioeconomic logis<c
model was correctly able to predict whether a mother had been
exposed to ZIKV, on more occasions than the other four models.
This suggests that mother residing in an area with a low
socioeconomic status are at a higher risk of exposure to ZIKV. It is
recommended that the subsequent study uses socioeconomic
variables as predictor variables of exposure. However, as
demonstrated by figure 2, it cannot be concluded that
socioeconomic variables are the only predictor variables of
exposure, as there does not appear to be large visual differences
between the average individual ROC curves. Therefore, further
analysis is required to inves<gate the effect of environmental and
demographic variables on a mother’s risk of exposure to ZIKV.
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Figure 1: A map of the 
countries where there is a 
risk of Zika Virus. Taken 
from Clifford (2017). 

Figure 3: A diagram 
depic0ng how the 
appearance of a baby 
changes with 
Microcephaly. Photo 
taken from CDC 
(2020). 

Figure 2: A graph showing the average ROC curves for each of the five 
models, created by binning by specificity and then averaging over the 5000 
itera0ons 
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